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Communique From:  

※ The W.L. Nolen Mentorship Program ※ 
 

“PIG CORRUPTION: 
The ‘GREENWALL’ Is In Effect  

At The California Medical Facility”  
 

 
 

By: Kijana Tashiri Askari, 
※ CHAIRMAN ※ 

 
 

As the ‘saying’ goes: “YOU CAN’T TEACH AN OLD DOG NEW TRICKS.” In this case, Pig Corruption still remains 
to be, as Amerikkkan as Apple Pie! A brief historical glimpse of how Amerikkka came into existence via the Crucible of 
Feudalism; Slavocracy; The Industrial Revolution; Capitalism; Imperialism, etc., it is fundamentally impossible to take 
note of Pig Corruption in every phase of Amerikkka’s development. 

 
Countless examples exist that speak to this truth such as, the murder of civil rights activist Medgar Evers in 

Mississippi, whose sole crime was for organizing New Africans to vote; then there was the lynching of Emmitt Till in 
Mississippi, whose sole crime was daring to resist White Supremacy racism by looking a white woman in the eye, thus 
defying the Laws of Jim Crow Segregation; also the bombing of a Black Church in Birmingham, Alabama, where four 
New Afrikan Black Girls were murdered. 

 
And, from our perspective, the murder of martyred Comrade W.L. Nolen on January 13, 1970, on the 

Soledad Prison O-Wing’s Exercise Yard, by the rifle bullet(s) from the guard tower above by white racist guard O.G. 
Miller, well known as a ‘sharp-shooter,’ killing W.L.in retaliation for his successes as a Civil Class Action Petitioner 
against the state, murdered along with two of his petition’s ‘co-signers,’ who coincidentally were on the yard with him 
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that day; a planned vendetta?! W.L. Nolen’s sole crime was for being bold in his standing up to defend his people, in 
resistance to the oppressors. 

 
The murder of Oscar Grant at the Oakland, California’s “Fruitdale B.A.R.T-Station,” whose sole crime was 

wanting to celebrate New Year’s Eve with his girlfriend! 
 
In Los Angeles, California, the notorious ‘Rampart Division’ that was known for, not only the murdering of 

New Afrikan Black People, but also for the falsifying of ‘Police Reports’ and planting evidence on our fellow 
sistahs/bruthas in our communities. In Oakland, California, a  group of Pigs that became known as “The Riders,” were 
working in concert with their Los Angeles ‘counterparts,’ by duplicating the same tactics of murdering our 
sistahs/bruthas, falsifying ‘Police Reports,’ planting evidence on the people, making false arrests, etc...and in July 2011, 
we California Prisoners, exposed to the world, how the California Department of Corruption & Racketeering’s 
(C.D.C.R.)‘Slave System,’ had been interning prisoners to ‘Indefinite Solitary Confinement’ status, by falsely labeling 
prisoners as ‘Gang Members’ for decades on end! 

 
I could continue, however, it should be quite clear to all by now, that “Pig Corruption” is rooted in the fabric 

of Amerikkkan Capitalism. On April 25, 2020, this fact still remains true to form, when correctional officer S. King 
entered my cell unannounced, and without wearing his “State-Mandated Personal Protective Equipment” (P.P.E.), 
(i.e.), “Face Masks & Gloves,” and  potentially exposed me to the“COVID-19” virus by announcing that he needed to 
perform a “Random Search” of my cell. Now, several news media outlets have reported extensively since early March, 
that “COVID-19” can be spread through ‘speech,’ hence, the need for “Social-Distance,” which correctional officer S. 
King had totally violated! 

 
But more importantly, we prisoners have been quarantined & confined to our cells since the “COVID-19” 

‘Outbreak!’ So, what contraband could officer S. King be looking for, other than what he planted in my cell? As I got up 
and exited my cell, officer S. King then ordered me to remove my clothing. Typically, a “Random Search” consists of 
clothed ‘Body Pat-down’ & a general inspection of the cell. Meaning, there wasn’t nothing random about this search! 
Officer S. King then on this same day, right before coming to my cell. In one instance, a prisoner was left a “Cell 
Search-Receipt,”1., where it was noted that trash & excessive toilet paper rolls was confiscated. They ordered me to 
stand at the end of the ‘Tier, where I could not observe my cell being searched. 

 
A few minutes later, I was ordered back to my cell. Three days later on April 28, 2020, correctional officer S. L. 

Fletcher approached my cell & issued me a (C.D.C.R.)“RVR-115” for possession of a cellphone. Officer Fletcher then 
commented: 

“Wow! You can’t even tell what this is, it’s  not the best of photos!” 
This is clear  evidence of officer S. King planting a cellphone in my cell, as nothing in the (C.D.C.R.)“RVR-115” 

connects me to this cellphone. There are no texts to or from me, no photos of me, and the photos that are being 
utilized, do not identify my cell, as the cell that the cellphone was confiscated from?! 

 
These facts are critical for (2) reasons: 
 
1.) Officer S. King was observed by several prisoners, conducting multiple cell searches 

On this same day, right before coming to my cell. In one instance, a prisoner was left a “Cell Search-Receipt.”[1.], 
where it was noted that trash & excessive toilet paper was confiscated. Days later, this prisoner was charged with 
possession of a cellphone. When he went to his “115 Hearing” & showed Lt. A. Ruesga (Hearing Officer) his “Cell 
Search-Receipt,” he was still found guilty, based solely on Officer J. Tackett, saying he found a cellphone in his cell. 
 

2.) In my case, I was never issued a “Cell Search-Receipt” indicating that a cellphone was removed from my 
cell. Pursuant to (C.C.R. Title - 15 - Section - 3284 [4.]) “A cell search receipt must be given to the prisoner, wherein it 
documents and provides notice of ALL contraband removed from said cell. - (See: (C.C.R. Title - 15 - Section - 3284 
[4.]). 

 
On May 6, 2020, I was called to my “115 Hearing,” wherein I informed Lt. A. Ruesga of these blatant 

contradictions: 
 
• No “Cell Search-Receipt” documenting cellphone contraband being removed; 
• No text messages to or from me from the cellphone; 
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• No photos of me from the cellphone; 
• The photos utilized in the (C.D.C.R.)“RVR-115”do not identify my cell; 
• You can’t identify precisely as to what is in the photo; and 
• If a cellphone was found in my cell, that officer S. King planted it. 
 
In spite of the preponderance of the evidence, it clearly does not connect me to ANY cellphone, 

I was still found guilty by Lt. A. Ruesga, who stated: 
 
“I will always support my fellow officers over you DAMN PRISONERS!” [2.], 

Clearly, the (C.M.F.) California Medical Facility’s “GREENWALL”is no different from L.A.’s‘Rampart 
Division,’or the “Riders”in Oakland, California? So, I’m asking the people to stand up & voice your outrage to the 
following state officials: 

 

ATTN:  c/o: (C.D.C.R.) Secretary,                                                                   

Ralph Diaz, 

1515 S-Street, Suite# 101.n, 

Sacramento, CA. 95811 

(916) 324-7308 
 

ATTN:  Inspector General’s Office, 

       10111 Old Placerville Road, 

       Sacramento, CA. 95827    

 

ATTN:  Governor Gavin Newsom, 

       1303 10
th
 Street, Suite# 1173, 

       Sacramento, CA. 95814 

              (916) 445-2841 

 

ATTN:  Ombudsman, 

       c/o: Sara L. Smith, 

E-Mail: <chief.sara.smith@cdcr.ca.gov>  

(916)324-5458 

 

              c/o: Tami Falconer, 

F-Mail: <tami.falconer@cdcr.ca.gov> 

 

              And demand the following: 

 

•  On the matter of (C.M.F.) California Medical Facility   

‘V-Wing’ Correctional Officer’s planting cellphones  

in prisoner’s cells be ceased immediately! 

 

   •  That all charges of possessing cellphone contraband 

band be immediately vacated based upon blatant“Due Process”                                  

violations, (i.e.),“no evidence to support the charges.” 

 

 

 

• REFERENCE NOTES • 

  
1. I have secured Affidavits from prisoners that had cellphones planted in their cells by 

“V-Wing” officers. However, several are righteously afraid to come forward, as they fear 

retaliation from the“GREENWALL.” 
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2. Lt. A. Ruesga has violated clearly established law, as ALL findings of guilt must be based 
on the preponderance of the evidence. See: Burnsworth v. Gunderson, 179 F3d.771, 772-73     (9

th
 

Cir. Ct. App. 1999). In this case, the evidence clearly points to my innocence! 

 

•   The people may contact me at: 

 

•   ATTN: The W.L. Nolen Mentorship Program (W.L.N.M.P.), 

P.O. Box 7907, 

Austin, Texas 78713 

 

•   ATTN: Kijana Tashiri Askari, 

          (s/n Marcus Harrison) 

CDCR# H-54011, (V-Wing • #342), 

C.M.F. 

P.O. Box 2000, 

Vacaville, CA. 95696 

 

 

• ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE WHO DO NOT FEAR REAL FREEDOM!! • 

 
                

             

  

  

 


